
Mini-Solar 4/6 mm²
With the three WEICON TOOLS strippers of the Mini-Solar
product series, all common solar cables, such as H1Z2Z2-K,
can be stripped fast and easily. Adjusting the cutting depth
manually is not necessary. The integrated length stop (from
6-28 mm) is suitable for the stripping of solar cables with a
conductor cross-section of 1.5 & 2.5 mm², of 4.0 & 6.0 mm²
or of 10.0 & 16.0 mm². In addition, the three models of the
Mini-Solar have an easily accessible side cutter for cables up
to 10 mm². Thanks to the precise adjustment during stripping,
the strippers always ensure an accurate cutting structure

With theMini-Solar 4/6 mm² Stripper, all common solar cables
can be stripped fast and easily. Adjusting the cutting depth
manually is not necessary. The integrated length stop (from
6-28 mm) is suitable for the stripping of solar cables of 4.0 or
6.0 mm². In addition, the glass-fibre reinforced tool has an
easily accessible side cutter for cables up to 10 mm². When
using the stripper, a precise cutting pattern is created during
stripping. In addition, the Mini-Solar 4/6 mm² can be locked
for space-saving storage.

Technical Data
Cable type for the stripping and skinning of common photovoltaic cables

(such as H1Z2Z2-K) with a cross-section of 4,0 & 6,0 mm²
Application area Solar cables with a cross-section of 4/6 mm² (12/10 AWG)
Additional use Side cutter up to max.10 mm²
Material fibreglass-reinforced polyamide
Inner blade built-in, not replaceable
Additional value integrated length stop (from 6-28 mm)
Weight 57 g
Length 125 mm
Article number MA52004003
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Stripping Tools

Attention:
Tool not to be used on live cables or conductors.
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